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1. Have you identified a problem that impacts your business within the food or agriculture sectors? 
Begin your Industry Kickstarter grant application by defining your research problem within your 
industry/business. Is this problem also impacting other businesses in this sector? Could your solution 
make a difference more widely to Australian companies? Remember you do not need a complete project 
plan to apply, but putting down some ideas, defining what the problem is or what you want to achieve will 
help your partner academic to better refine your research project for the application submission. 
 

2. Do you have a UQ research partner? 
This Industry Kickstarter grant is limited to collaborative projects between industry and UQ academics. It 
is essential that the grant application is made in conjunction with a UQ academic. If you do not have a 
UQ research partner, submit an EOI to facilitate this. 
 

If you already have a UQ research partner, you do not need to submit an EOI. Develop your project with 
your research partner (Step 5) and have your application submitted by your UQ research partner  
(Step 6). 
 

3. Submitting your EOI application 
If you don’t know who to contact within The University of Queensland to initiate a collaboration, complete 
the EOI. By completing an EOI, we’ll use the information you provide to identify an academic partner 
whose research expertise aligns with your project. Please note that the EOI closes one month prior to the 
grant application closing date to allow sufficient time to complete Steps 4 and 5. 
 

4. Finding an academic partner 
After you submit your EOI, the UQ Agri-Food Innovation Alliance Steering Committee (AFIA) will assess 
the field of research which your project aligns with and contact a suitable UQ academic partner. We will 
contact suitable UQ academics to seek their interest in you project idea and their availability to participate 
in the project with you When a suitable UQ academic expresses interests in your project, we will make 
the introductions and initiate the connection with you. 
 

5. Discussing your project with your academic partner 
UQ academics have experience in delivering research projects and can provide a good understanding of 
the resources, time and costs required and how to write successful grant applications. Their experience 
will provide realistic and achievable goals focused on maximising the impact of your project. Use the 
opportunity to further develop your project with your academic partner and identify any potential  
research challenges. 
 

6. Finalise and submit an application with your UQ partner 
Once your project is developed, your UQ academic partner will work with you to complete the application 
form. Please ensure this is submitted before the application closing date. 
 

7. Wait for the outcome of your application 
Selection of successful and unsuccessful applicants will be made by the committee. Successful 
applications will be advised on the next steps and a contract initiated. As these are 1-year projects with 
strict reporting deadlines, we have allowed a 1-month window for contract finalisation to avoid delays in 
funds transfers and project timelines. Unsuccessful applicants will also be notified of the outcome of the 
selection process. 
 

 

         


